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It’s like a plot from a Hollywood potboiler: start out in the mailroom, end up a mogul. But for
many, it happens to be true. Some of the biggest names in entertainment—including David
Geffen, Barry Diller, and Michael Ovitz— started their dazzling careers in the lowly mailroom.
Based on more than two hundred interviews, David Rensin unfolds the never-before-told history
of an American institution—in the voices of the people who lived it. Through nearly seven
decades of glamour and humiliation, lousy pay and incredible perks, killer egos and a kill-or-be-
killed ethos, you’ll go where the trainees go, learn what they must do to get ahead, and hear the
best insider stories from the Hollywood everyone knows about but no one really knows. A vibrant
tapestry of dreams, desire, and exploitation, The Mailroom is not only an engrossing read but a
crash course, taught by the experts, on how to succeed in Hollywood.

“Entertaining, instructive, and irresistible . . . Readers will feast on plenty of name-dropping . . .
and hair-raising accounts of backstabbing.”—Variety“A TERRIFIC BOOK . . . Loaded with great
stories, unusual insights, and laugh-out-loud humor. You will love this one.”—LARRY
KING“FASCINATING . . . A bracing lesson in the acquisition and exercise of power . . . with a big
emphasis on the maxim that what doesn’t kill you will make you stronger.”—Los Angeles
Times“THE MAILROOM IS A BLAST TO READ. This is the way Hollywood operates—the fun,
the giddy high, the espionage, and the wrenching twists of luck and disaster. David Rensin is a
master at eliciting the truth nobody else captures.”—CAMERON CROWE“SHAMELESS
SCHMOOZING, casting couch know-how, plotting and hustling are all detailed in The
Mailroom.”—The New York Post (Required Reading)“FASCINATING . . . [THE MAILROOM]
REALLY DELIVERS.”—People“A-LIST HONCHOS . . . DISH ON THEIR RISE FROM PEONS TO
POWER PLAYERS.”—US Weekly“This is indeed Hollywood history, more specifically a cogent
account of how talent agencies have evolved since [William] Morris was ruled by executives in
size 36-short suits. Rensin’s clever use of personal memories as mosaic pieces, arranged in
patterns to form an industrywide portrait, is history for grown-ups.”—Variety“Coming from the
William Morris mailroom as I have, [I found] this book [to be] the truth of what I experienced. . . .
It’s hilarious, a bit crazy, and it should make anyone wonder why people put their careers in the
hands of these idiots . . . and remember, I’m one of them. If you have a child, make sure he or
she reads this before starting at the bottom—anywhere.”—BERNIE BRILLSTEINFounding
partnerof Brillstein-Grey, WMA 1955“A riotous history of all the Hollywood movers and players
who came into the industry through the mailrooms of the big talent agencies.”—The Globe and
Mail (Toronto)“A worthy successor to Studs Terkel, Rensin delivers not only a riveting history of
one of the most powerful springboards in Hollywood but a must-read for anyone with grand
ambitions.”—CATHERINE CRIERAuthor of The Case Against Lawyers“A THOROUGHLY



ENTERTAINING ORAL BIOGRAPHY OF A TINSELTOWN INSTITUTION.”—The San Francisco
Examiner“Here is the quintessential Hollywood Roshomon. . . . David Rensin has impossibly and
heroically channeled Studs Terkel and Harold Robbins all at once. This is a pinball machine
clanging secret truths that move and careen as brashly as the movers who blurt their guts onto
every shockingly entertaining page. And the best part is that we learn that people who are now
very, very rich were forced to do very, very humiliating things to achieve such. What a refreshing
equalizer for all of us.”—BILL ZEHMEAuthor of The Way You Wear Your Hat:Frank Sinatra and
the Lost Art of Livin’“David Rensin’s book offers a fascinating look at some of the most powerful
people and institutions in Hollywood. It’s packed with entertaining anecdotes . . . cautionary
tales, and survival tips for those who dare to try their luck in one of the world’s most
unpredictable businesses.”—KIM MASTERSAuthor of Keys to the Kingdom“As the maven of the
mailroom, David Rensin puts forth an often-hilarious glimpse of life at the bottom.”—PETER
BARTEditor in Chief, Variety“Rensin captures the ambition, manipulative plotting, and hustler
mentality . . . in this series of raunchy, realistic interviews . . . making [the] book an
uncompromisingly truthful tell-all of what it takes to make it in the movie biz. . . . The stories are
amusing, intriguing, and sometimes horrifying, but Rensin, to his credit, never dilutes sordid
details.”—Publishers Weekly“An oral history of a crucial Tinseltown institution, related by some
folks who make Machiavelli look like a pussycat . . . Edgy, frenetic, and entertaining reports from
the room that launched a thousand deals.”—Kirkus ReviewsFrom the Inside FlapIt s like a plot
from a Hollywood potboiler: start out in the mailroom, end up a mogul. But for many, it happens
to be true. Some of the biggest names in entertainment including David Geffen, Barry Diller, and
Michael Ovitz started their dazzling careers in the lowly mailroom. Based on more than two
hundred interviews, David Rensin unfolds the never-before-told history of an American
institution in the voices of the people who lived it. Through nearly seven decades of glamour
and humiliation, lousy pay and incredible perks, killer egos and a kill-or-be-killed ethos, you ll go
where the trainees go, learn what they must do to get ahead, and hear the best insider stories
from the Hollywood everyone knows about but no one really knows. A vibrant tapestry of
dreams, desire, and exploitation, The Mailroom is not only an engrossing read but a crash
course, taught by the experts, on how to succeed in Hollywood.From the Back CoverIt's like a
plot from a Hollywood potboiler: start out in the mailroom, end up a mogul. But for many, it
happens to be true. Some of the biggest names in entertainment--including David Geffen, Barry
Diller, and Michael Ovitz-- started their dazzling careers in the lowly mailroom. Based on more
than two hundred interviews, David Rensin unfolds the never-before-told history of an American
institution--in the voices of the people who lived it. Through nearly seven decades of glamour
and humiliation, lousy pay and incredible perks, killer egos and a kill-or-be-killed ethos, you'll go
where the trainees go, learn what they must do to get ahead, and hear the best insider stories
from the Hollywood everyone knows about but no one "really knows. A vibrant tapestry of
dreams, desire, and exploitation, "The Mailroom is not only an engrossing read but a crash
course, taught by the experts, on how to succeed in Hollywood.About the AuthorDavid Rensin is



the coauthor of show business legend Bernie Brillstein’s widely lauded memoir, Where Did I Go
Right, as well as Olympian Louis Zamperini’s World War II survival saga, Devil At My Heels and
composer/performer Yanni’s memoir, Yanni: In Words. Rensin also co-wrote Tim Allen’s #1
bestseller Don’t Stand Too Close To a Naked Man and Allen’s follow-up bestseller, I’m Not
Really Here. He has co-written bestsellers with Chris Rock, Jeff Foxworthy, and Garry
Shandling, and co-authored a groundbreaking humorous sociology of men named Bob, called
The Bob Book. He lives in Los Angeles with his wife and son.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.KIDS AT WORKWilliam Morris Agency, New York,
1937-1951LOU Weiss, 1937 ; Sol Leon, 1938 ; Larry Auerbach, 1944 ;Hilly Elkins, 1950 ;
Leonard Hirshan, 1951My sense of what I had to do was simple:get out of the mailroom as fast
as I could.--Hilly Elkinslou weiss: My recollection of all this is unfortunately perfect.I was
interested in the entertainment business because my uncle was George Burns. My mother was
one of his seven sisters, and whenever he was in town, we'd all go to see him perform. I loved
being backstage near talented people.My mother wanted me to go to college. I'd rather have
hung out with the guys and played ball, or gone to a poolroom, or chased the girls, but school is
what she wanted. When she died young, in July 1937, I immediately dropped out of school and
went to work. Another uncle, Willie Burns--George's manager and writer--called Abe Lastfogel,
the boss at the William Morris Agency, and asked him to give me a job of any sort. Nat Lefkowitz
and Morris Stoller interviewed me, and in August 1937, when I was nineteen, I got a job as an
office boy at twelve dollars a week.sol leon: I grew up in Brooklyn. My father was in the women's
coats and suits business. He was able to put me through the first year of college at NYU-
Heights, but when the Depression hit he said, "Sorry. I can't afford to send you back."I got a job
and went to Brooklyn Law at night. I sat next to Nat Lefkowitz in class for four years; it was
alphabetical. Morris Stoller was also there. Lefkowitz and Stoller worked at William Morris; Nat
practically ran the place under Bill Morris Jr. When I became disenchanted with the law, I asked
him to find a place for me.I started October 1, 1938; I was twenty-five. Nat made me head of the
mailroom, while Stoller trained me in business affairs. I had nothing directly to do with handling
mail. My job was to tear off the Teletypes and distribute them. Get theater tickets. Get train
tickets for Mr. Lastfogel; he didn't fly to California then. Anything that had to be delivered or
sorted, I'd delegate. I just told the kids what to do.weiss: Before Sol Leon came to oversee the
mailroom, "Uncle Henry"--Bill Morris Sr.'s wife's cousin--supervised the office boys. He was an
elderly guy who didn't hesitate to crack the whip and make sure we weren't off playing cards
someplace. I wish now that I had behaved myself better. I wasted a lot of time. I'd rather have
gone dancing than deliver a script, listen to great bands and vocalists in Harlem than sort mail. I
hung out at the Savoy Ballroom and watched Billy Eckstine and Sarah Vaughn and Ella
Fitzgerald and Ellington. I was also hooked on comics and comedy writers. I loved to go to
Lindy's and hang around, try to get myself recognized.leon: I wanted to fire Lou Weiss, but I
couldn't because he was George Burns's nephew.weiss: Maybe because I always dressed
better than Sol Leon [laughs]. He'd get very upset.larry auerbach: My father was in the dairy



restaurant business in Brooklyn. After the stock market crashed, he opened a smaller place but
he didn't own the building, and when the city built a new highway, they tore it down, leaving him
to sell off his tables and chairs. He was dejected and sad, and the pain of watching him spend
more than a year looking for another situation is still vivid.I had a work ethic early. When school
let out for the summer, I'd always find a job. At twelve I helped my grandparents at their cleaning
store, making deliveries. At thirteen I worked for a friend of the family, stacking cans neatly in the
Epicurean Department of Gimbel's. The next summer a friend to whom my uncle sold stationery
asked me, "Would you like to work in a theatrical agency?"I had no idea what that was, so he
told me a little bit about it, and I said, "Yeah, it sounds better than delivering suits."I got the job at
William Morris in June 1944. It was just for the summer, running things around town,
mimeographing. I didn't care. It was New York, the big city, exciting and glamorous. I was just shy
of fifteen, a little younger than most people in the mailroom. A few years later I was also the
youngest ever made an agent at William Morris--to my knowledge. Norman Brokaw claims he
was, but what's the difference now?hilly elkins: I went to the theater often and from the first was
attracted to the idea of putting together what I saw on the stage. When I was fifteen I auditioned
for a radio program at WNYC and got in. I ran the sound board, produced, directed, wrote,
acted.At Brooklyn College my drama coach was Gordon Davidson's dad. Gordon--who has for
years been artistic director of the Center Theatre Group/Mark Taper Forum of Los Angeles--and
I were friends and opened a tent theater in Belle Harbor. I had a combination job: producer, star,
and janitor. It didn't lose too much money, but we ran it into the ground.I thought maybe learning
the agency business would be a good way of getting a rounded entertainment education. People
were in either the theater, nightclubs, or motion pictures. But now it was the beginning of
television. Milton Berle and the Colgate Comedy Hour. The only players were William Morris and
what was then MCA. I thought it was an interesting opportunity.I came in cold. Sid Feinberg
interviewed me. I was eighteen; I already had my college degree and was starting law school. I
gave it up for a job in the mailroom.leonard hirshan: I could say I loved movies and went all the
time when I was ten years old, and knew about directors and scripts, and loved the actors, and
said to my father that one day I would grow up and be an agent--but that's not true. No one tells
their parents they want to grow up to be an agent. Until I applied for a job at William Morris, I
hadn't the slightest idea of what the agency business was, or any desire to be in show business.
The fates pushed me there.I got out of the navy in December 1947 and applied to NYU. I'm a
very compulsive person, so I went to school all year long and graduated in about half the normal
time, in August 1950, on a Friday. Having been accepted at NYU law school, I started the next
Monday, but after a few months I burned out. I decided to take a leave of absence after the first
semester, get a job for a while, and then go back.I asked my uncle, who had booked shows at
the Temple Emmanuel, what kind of temporary situations I could find. He lived in the same
building as Nat Kalcheim, an important agent at the Morris office, who told him to have me call
Sid Feinberg.RULE #1weiss: We called the boss Mr. Lastfogel, never Abe. Years later I was
sitting with him and Elvis' manager, Colonel Parker at Hillcrest Country Club in Los Angeles, and



Colonel Parker said, "Abe, why don't you let Lou call you Abe?"Mr. Lastfogel said, "He can call
me Abe."I said, "I don't call my father Sam. I'm not going to call you Abe."It was automatic with all
of us.hirshan: There was a Nedicks stand in the lobby of our building, 1270 Sixth Avenue, where
they sold hot dogs and orange drinks. Whenever I walked by, I'd want something to eat and
drink, but I wouldn't do it because I didn't want anyone from the office to think that's where I got
my food--until the day I saw Mr. Lastfogel standing there with a hot dog and drink. That's when I
realized the democracy of William Morris and dropped all my airs.weiss: Mrs. Lastfogel--Frances
Arms--was a comic and a performer, and it was rare that she'd ever come up to the office. But
one day she did and said, "Get Lou Weiss out of the stockroom." I couldn't imagine what she
wanted. To my surprise she said, "Lou, let me see the new dance steps." We put on a record and
I danced with the boss's wife. I couldn't say no. Even after I became an agent, whenever she and
the boss were in town, she'd say, "Lou, hang around."KIDS AT WORKweiss: First I was a
delivery person. If an actor had to sign a contract, you got on a bus, went to the actor's house. I
once waited for Mae West to sign a piece of paper. That was exciting.hirshan: I was told to
deliver a script to Judy Garland at the Palace Theater. It was a matinee day. I brought it over
between shows. I went down to the dumpy-looking dressing rooms, looked in one, and saw a
little girl in a ratty bathrobe sitting on the floor watching television. I said, "Excuse me, young lady.
Do you know where I can find Judy Garland?" She turned around and said, "I am Judy Garland."
It was so embarrassing.auerbach: I delivered to Marilyn Monroe. She had just started, but I knew
who she was. Her guy at William Morris was Johnny Hyde, a terrific agent, and there was some
romance going on between them. I also took something to Gloria DeHaven. She opened the
door in her underwear. I was too young to know if I was getting an invitation to come inside, and
if I was, I didn't know what to do about it. The only thing I remember is that her underwear was
pink. Later I decided that I had really blown it!weiss: Belle Baker was not quite Sophie Tucker,
but she was an important client who'd made a name for herself in vaudeville. She had an
apartment on Central Park West. I had to get her to sign a contract. Her little dog yapped the
whole time I stood in the vestibule. When I went out, the dog bit me. I stood there, my leg
bleeding, afraid to go back in. At the office I told Morris Stoller what had happened.He sent me
to a doctor, who said the board of health had to get the dog. But Belle Baker had left town. They
found her working in Atlantic City. They grabbed the dog and checked it out for hydrophobia.
Thank God it was clean.auerbach: By 1944, Sid Feinberg, a lovely man, oversaw the trainees.
He was deathly afraid of Nat Lefkowitz, his boss. There was a cutout window between their
offices, and when Nat would open it and say, "Sid!" he'd jump. Sid had the tough job of telling us
when we did things wrong, and what to do. One day he told me the company wanted to paint the
office walls but didn't have the money. Would I be interested in putting together a group of kids
and whitewashing the walls? You bet. Then one guy stood on William Morris Jr.'s desk to reach
the ceiling and broke the glass top. Of course we denied it was us.hirshan: According to
tradition, on my first day I was taken in to meet William Morris Jr. He looked up at me from
behind his desk and said, "Ah. Another capitalist." I thought, I'm making $38.50 a week. What is



he talking about? But he was right. I didn't understand. He was saying that in the agency
business if you become successful, you make a good living. My game plan was if I didn't get out
of the mailroom in a year, I would go back to law school. If I got promoted, loved what I was
doing, but didn't make agent in two years, I'd also leave. But I was willing to give it a chance
because almost immediately show business had seduced me.DRESS THE PARTelkins: One
joke around the mailroom was the way I dressed--considering the salary. I did that on purpose.
Everybody had to wear suits, but there are suits and there are suits. I went over the edge. I was
very chic.One of my first delivery runs was to the Berle show. Milton, at that time, was Mr.
Television. He ran the rehearsals a little bit like Auschwitz, but he got the goddamn shows on. I
came in with a package, and he said, "Who are you?""Hilly Elkins."He looked at my clothes. He
said, "And what do you do?""I'm one of your agents," I said. I don't think he believed me, but he
said nothing.READ EVERYTHING!auerbach: A college education wasn't yet required to get into
the mailroom then. All you needed were street smarts and the ability to deal with a situation on
your feet. There was no book to read, no school to go to that would tell you how.The mailroom
was my school. I made it my business to read every piece of paper I could get my hands on.
Booking sheets. Internal memos. Meeting minutes. I memorized important telephone numbers. I
sopped up information. They didn't tell you to do that or not do that, but only a schmuck wouldn't
read stuff before be delivered it. It was very glamorous to learn about the money the performers
received. Some got paid so much, the salaries read like telephone numbers, and it's still that
way, only now the numbers include area codes. I thought these people must have been like God
to get that kind of money.elkins: An early assignment was to take Abe Lastfogel's New York
bankbooks in for interest to be recorded. I went to ten banks, each with the maximum of
$100,000, and I had them stamped. I figured if his New York money alone was a million bucks,
it's got to be a good business.A MATTER OF DEGREEweiss: Everybody wants to be in show
business. Today a thousand college graduates show up every June to go into our training
program, when there's room for just a few. We eventually drew the line at college degrees to thin
out the number of applicants. At least we wouldn't be getting the high school dropouts; we'd get
people who were educated and ready to face the next step in life.auerbach: They'll kick me in the
ass for saying this, but the truth is that the reason a college degree became important was not to
have to accept every minority applicant. That's where it started. At some point you could no
longer say no to minorities, because you would face legal problems, so they required a
degree.Read more
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Suzanne Faris, “The Original Shark Tank. For some reason, when I picked up David Rensin’s
The Mailroom: Hollywood History from the Bottom up, I just expected it to be a book-length
exhortation for the chronically un-motivated. It may have had elements of that, but it was so
much more. The book focuses on the William Morris Agency’s widely imitated sink-or-swim mail-
room training program for agents. For Hollywood buffs, it is a history of Hollywood (and to a
lesser extent, show-business New York), not only from the “bottom up,” as billed, but from the
inside out. Life lessons abound with hilarious (and sad) stories of savvy cutthroats (the
mailroom boy who edges a long-serving agent’s secretary out of her job), screw-ups and
hyperventilating basket cases who washed out. The special challenges faced by women and
minorities in the program are sensitively addressed (with insights from one-time trainee-
secretary Helen Gurley Brown, among others). The role of nepotism and connections in
unmistakable (e.g., George Burns’ nephew), but interestingly it emerges that sometimes the
nepotism worked out in spite of everything (George Burns’ conscientious nephew). and at other
times resulted with the agency being stuck with lazy, entitled incompetents (Doris Day’s son).
Dirty little secrets emerge, such as why WMA and other agencies started requiring college
degrees (to avoid hiring minority applicants) in a business where street smarts, cunning,
ruthlessness and what might be called “emotional intelligence” were and still are infinitely far
more important than traditional “book smarts.” Hilarious tales of adolescent and 20-something
males walking in on naked or scantily clad actresses) and pranks (e.g. letters with forged
signatures from top agents, hired call girls posing as reporters, and even gluing Doris Day’s son,
Terry Melcher’s shoes to the floor, since apparently he couldn’t be bothered to wear them)
alternate with insight into the world of show-business agents and the entertainment industry in
general. The most important life lessons I took away were (1) that if you want to succeed in any
endeavor,. you must be willing to start at rock-bottom, however much humiliation and grunt work
that inevitably entails; formal education and superficially impressive-sounding academic
degrees are no substitute for grit, determination and what Rensin would term “intestinal
fortitude”; and (2) oh yes, in the world of Hollywood agencies, as in most other areas of life, a-
holes almost always finish first!”

Rick Spell, “Witty, informative anecdotes of the low rung on the ladder. I love entertainment
business books and this one does not disappoint. Unless you're in the biz, which I'm not, almost
all of the names will be unfamiliar. This book has no story. It's a known fact that a way into the
entertainment industry is to work in an agency's mailroom, eat sh*t, and hope for your break.
This book is a series of interviews with the former mailroom attendees on the good, the bad, and
the mental make-up of the wannabes struggling to get out of "mailroom jail". It's funny,
informative, and one of those books you can't put down.Many industries have a proving ground.
In investment banking we put them on as a trading or sales assistant hoping they will pick up the



lingo and learn on the fly. But the agency mailroom seems to be about feeding egos of senior
agent's with much more screaming, yelling and attention paid to personal chores. They do
mention many of the nice agents as well as the agents who were best at teaching the mailroom
guys. My favorite stories are about CAA because it is next door to my favorite hotel the
Peninsula and because of the Mike Ovitz aura. Mike doesn't come off particularly well in the
book but partner Ron Meyer does come off as a particularly sharp and nice guy.The positives
and negatives of the mailroom run from taking your bosses stool sample in the doctor to having
nude actresses answer the door. I also enjoyed the stories of the CAA mailroom which had a
particularly high level of paranoia. I had met media mogul and former agent, Mike Medavoy so it
was interesting seeing his son's quotes who was eventually fired due to information leaked to his
father.If you have any interest in the business side of Hollywood, you'll like this book. Other
books of interest would be "Wannabe" about an MBA's attempt to succeed at the low levels of
Hollywood, and Lynda Obst's book "Hello, He Lied" about her journey from journalist to
producer.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fun!!!. What made Ivy League educated young people want to slave in
the mail room for ungodly hours for barely sustainable wages, be screamed at constantly, cater
to the whims of some very eccentric people, make deliveries in all hours of the day and
sometimes night, run demeaning errands and in their spare time, read and "cover" scripts for the
powers that be? Well, for the chance to be entertainment agents, to make piles of money and
hobnob with the stars. This is the story as told by the successful ones like David Geffin and Mike
Orvitz about what it took and really why you had to start there. It was a postgraduate course in
how to be a winner in Hollywood and New York. The book covers it all from the early days to
post 2000 with entertaining vignettes based on many many interviews. This seems to have been
a labor of love by the author and it shows. You will laugh at some of the antics and learn some
great tips about how to get ahead in this industry and perhaps anywhere.”

Freeway Jam, “Interesting read. I had previously read Joe Eszterhas 'Hollywood Animal', and
then also 'High Concept' - aboutDon Simpson / Hollywood Producer, and found i read through
those quite quick.The Mailroom was good too, just found it a little slower, different, and not
meant as a knockon the book.It is very detailed, and humorous in parts, and has lots of familiar
hollywood names.Good for a beach read is the best description i can think of.”

Client d'Ebook Library, “seems really good and reflet well the reality of this job. Arrives right on
time. Just started tu read it, seems really good and reflet well the reality of this job.”

The book by Kirk A. Denton has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 105 people have provided feedback.
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